
“While LTV gains are not 
entirely due to G+ sign 
in, it definitely improves 
consistency of user 
experience and results in 
happier customers.”



Key Takeaways

● Google Play Games can identify high-quality players, improve 
segmentation and user targeting.

● Sessions per user and LTV are positively correlated with Google Play 
Games sign-ins.

● The best Google Play Games integrations are highly visible, customized, 
achievable, and incentivized.

This case study claims correlation and not causation.



GPGS best practice lessons from Glu

● High GPGS sign-in rate:
○ Auto sign-in at app open for first-time users
○ Prominent display of GPGS icons

● Keep users engaged and motivated
○ Personalized achievements that demonstrate progress
○ Local & global leaderboard to keep users engaged and social



Engagement is 62% higher for GPGS signed-in users

Source: Glu, 5/1/2014 - 5/21/2014



Average LTV is 211% higher for GPGS signed-in users

Source: Glu, 5/1/2014 - 5/21/2014



Appendix

Walkthroughs of Best Practice GPGS Integrations



GPGS Sign-in Flow

● Auto sign-in to increase GPGS conversion
● Prominent display of GPGS sign-in on home 

screen should user choose not to auto sign-in











If user chooses to not sign-in at app open, 
G+ sign-in option is prominently displayed 
on home screen.



GPGS Achievements & Leaderboards Implementation

● Easily recognizable and accessible icons for 
other GPGS features on home screen

● Customized achievements to fit the flow of the 
game, with percentage progress displayed to 
keep players motivated

● Multiple leaderboards to engage players 
through different goals

● Friends-only and public leaderboards to keep 
the experience social



Easily recognizable icons after signed-in



Dev spends time customizing each achievement on how 
they fit the flow of the game. Showing percentage 
progress also keeps players motivated.



Multiple leaderboards to 
keep players engaged 
through different goals.



Friends-only and public 
leaderboards keep players 
motivated and the 
experience social


